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design software for WindowsRep. Justin Amash, the
libertarian-leaning Republican and Republican star

of last year’s Michigan primary, announced Monday
that he is leaving the Republican Party and will be

running for the Libertarian Party next year. Speaking
to the Michigan daily newspaper The Lansing State

Journal, Amash said he has been considering the
move for months, and cites the Republican

establishment’s “failed policy agenda” on issues
including trade, immigration, and national security.
“I’m no longer satisfied with voting against them in
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good conscience,” Amash said. “I feel that I’m more
effective representing the people and standing up for
the Constitution as an Independent than I would as a
Republican.” Amash has been a thorn in the side of

Republican leadership, particularly with regard to the
controversy over an amendment to the National

Defense Authorization Act that would have loosened
restrictions on the government’s domestic spying

powers. The amendment failed after establishment-
backed amendments were put forward and endorsed
by the Republican Party, but Amash refused to back

down, calling the act “fundamentally
unconstitutional.” He also offered an alternative plan
to Obamacare, often called “Obamacare Lite,” which
he says would allow individuals and small businesses

to buy low-cost insurance plans from private
companies. Amash’s party switch is likely to leave

Republican leaders with only two representatives in
the state’s congressional delegation – Reps. Pete

Hoekstra of Holland and Dan Benishek of Novi –
because of Michigan’s redistricting process, which

means Democrats would take back the seat. His
departure leaves the state GOP with only five seats,
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compared to the 10-2 GOP majority in 2009. Amash
will join a Libertarian field that includes former
Michigan Secretary of State Jennifer Brunner,

former U.S. Representative Bob Barr, state legislator
Rene Baltodano, and former Libertarian Party

presidential nominee Bob Barr. Brunner is a long-
shot to win the nomination, but makes it easier for

the Libertarians in states like Michigan. The party is
often more viable in states where it has a strong

second-party presence, with third-party candidates
gaining more media attention and votes in what are
otherwise more reliably Republican states. Amash’s

announcement also leaves
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1.0.0.20....Pirate strikes off Germany Published
duration 3 June 2012 image caption The German

navy was on high alert as the rogue vessel
approached Germany on Monday A pirate ship

carrying 25 tonnes of cocaine has been seized by the
German navy off the coast of northern Germany, just
days after being shot at by a passing plane. The 150m

(500ft) vessel was spotted by a German navy
helicopter on Monday close to the island of

Heligoland, with 10 men on board. The German navy
says the drug shipment was worth about $1.7bn

(£1bn) in total. Investigators say a small percentage
of the cocaine was already on board before being
loaded on the ship. "We assume that the criminal

operation was put together in South America and that
the cocaine was then shipped to Europe on board this
vessel, where it was loaded under guard," Hildegard

Tichy, spokeswoman for the department in the
German federal government, told the BBC. "The
cocaine was transported to the Mediterranean on

board this small ship and then continued to Germany
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via Italy and France," she added. The ship was
intercepted off the German island of Sylt, some

90km north-west of Hamburg. The German navy
says it has filed a report at the coastguard and will
seize the ship. A navy spokesman said the German

navy helicopter, from the corvette Hans-
Grönemeyer, had been on patrol in the area when it

spotted the ship on Monday. A short while later,
another aircraft spotted the man-made vessel close to

the island of Sylt. The crew then changed course
towards the island to avoid other ships, which were in

the same area. 570a42141b
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